TRIM MOUNTING CLEARANCE HOLES:
DRILL Ø 1/2" [13] HOLES ON PULL SIDE.
DRILL Ø 5/16" [8] HOLES ON PUSH SIDE.
(2 PLACES)

TRIM TAILPIECE CLEARANCE HOLE:
FOR CE, NK & BE, NOT REQUIRED FOR DT.
DRILL Ø 3/4" [19] HOLE ON PULL SIDE.
DRILL Ø 1/2" [13] HOLE ON PUSH SIDE.

TRIM C. CORRESPONDS TO
EXIT DEVICE C.
(NOTE A)

LEFT HAND REVERSE (LHR) SHOWN

NOTES:
A. SEE TRIM INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FOR ALIGNMENT DETAILS. (C = CENTERLINE)
B. HOLE LOCATIONS INDENTIFIED BY THE
C. PRIMARY DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN INCHES,
DIMENSIONS IN [ ] ARE MILLIMETERS.